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Mobile cloud gaming has recently gained popularity as a result of improvements
in the quality of internet connections and mobile networks. Under stable condi-
tions, current LTE networks can provide a suitable platform for the demanding
requirements of mobile cloud gaming. However, since the quality of mobile net-
work connections constantly change, the network may be unable to always provide
the best possible service to all clients. Thus, the ability to adapt is necessary for
a mobile cloud gaming platform in order to compensate for changing bandwidth
conditions in mobile networks. One approach for doing this is to change the
quality of the video stream to match the available bandwidth of the network.
This thesis evaluates an adaptive streaming method implemented on a mobile
cloud gaming platform called GamingAnywhere and provides an alternative ap-
proach for estimating the available bandwidth by measuring the signal strength
values of a mobile device. Experimentation was conducted in a real LTE network
to determine the best approach in reconfiguring the encoder of the video stream
to match the bandwidth of the network. The results show that increasing the
constant-rate-factor parameter of the video encoder by 12 reduces the necessary
bandwidth to about half. Thus, changing this video encoder parameter provides
an effective means to compensate for significant changes in the bandwidth. How-
ever, high values of the constant-rate-factor parameter can considerably reduce
the quality of the video stream. Thus, the frame rate of the video should be
lowered if the constant-rate-factor already has a high value.
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Mobiilipilvipelaaminen on viimeaikoina kera¨nnyt suosiota parantuneiden inter-
net yhteyksien ja mobiiliverkkojen ansioista. Normaali olosuhteissa nykyiset LTE
verkot tarjoavat sopivan alustan mobiili pilvipelaamisen koviin vaatimuksiin. Mo-
biiliverkkojen yhteyden laatu kuitenkin vaihtelee jatkuvasti ja kaikille ka¨ytta¨jille
ei voida aina tarjota parasta mahdollista yhteytta¨. Mukautuminen vaihtelevaan
yhteyden laatuun on siis tarpeellista pilvipelaamisalustalle. Ta¨ma¨n voi tehda¨ esi-
merkiksi muuttamalla videon kuvanlaatua sopivaksi ka¨yto¨ssa¨ olevaan kaistaan.
Ta¨ssa¨ tyo¨ssa¨ arvioidaan GamingAnywhere alustalle toteutettu mukautuva videon
toistomenetelma¨ ja esitella¨a¨n vaihtoehtoinen tapa arvioida ka¨ytetta¨vissa¨ olevaa
kaistaa mittaamalla mobiilisignaalin vahvuutta mobiililaitteessa. Aidossa LTE
verkossa suoritettujen kokeiden avulla selvitettiin paras tapa konfiguroida video
enkooderi mukautumaan ka¨ytetta¨vissa¨ olevaan kaistan ma¨a¨ra¨a¨n. Tuloksista sel-
via¨a¨, etta¨ constant-rate-factor-parametrin arvon nostaminen kahdellatoista las-
kee tarvittavan kaistan ma¨a¨ra¨n noin puoleen. Se on siis tehokkain tapa mukau-
tua merkitta¨viin muutoksiin kaistanleveudessa¨. Liian suuret constant-rate-factor-
parametrin arvot kuitenkin heikenta¨va¨t kuvanlaatua muerkitta¨va¨sti, joten kuva-
taajuutta voi myo¨s alentaa jos parametrin arvo on jo liian suuri.
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MCC Mobile cloud computing
GA GamingAnywhere
QoS Quality of Service
RTSP Real Time Streaming Protocol
RTP Real-time Transport Protocol
RTCP Real-time Transport Control Protocol
API Application Programming Interface
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HSPA High Speed Packet Access
WCDMA Wide-band Code Division Multiple Access
RTT Round-trip Time
MOS Mean Opinion Score
GPU graphics processing unit
QSV quick sync video
RSRP Reference Signal Received Power
RSRQ Reference Signal Received Quality
RSSI Received Signal Strength Indicator
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In recent years, mobile cloud computing (MCC) has increasingly become
an important tool for storing data and computation, since it allows mobile
devices to oﬄoad various tasks to more powerful computers at data centers.
Although oﬄoading tasks can save the limited resources of mobile devices,
deciding which tasks to oﬄoad is not trivial because it introduces new costs in
the form of data transmissions and delays. Transmitting data to cloud servers
requires power and may end up draining more power than that needed for
executing the task locally, if the decision of which tasks to oﬄoad is not made
carefully. Moreover, communicating over a network introduces a delay which
may have a negative effect on user experience. Recently, mobile oﬄoading
has been the focus of much research, leading to considerable progress in
extending the battery life and limited storage capacities of mobile devices.
One example of using oﬄoading to extend the capabilities of a mobile device
is Mobile cloud gaming (MCG).
MCG is a form of mobile oﬄoading in which the game is executed and
rendered on the cloud and then streamed to a mobile device, which acts as
a thin client. Thus, the mobile device shows the video stream to the user
and sends the commands executed by the user to the cloud. However, the
communication between the user and the cloud is affected by a delay caused
by the underlying network. For many games, it is crucially important for
the user experience that this delay is kept as short as possible. Acceptable
delay depends on the type of the game, though it typically ranges between
80 and 200ms[16]. In a real world scenario where the properties of the mo-
bile network are constantly changing, it is difficult to keep the delay at the
acceptable range, though some solutions have been proposed[28]. Moreover,
another important property of the mobile network, bandwidth, has received
little attention. The bandwidth of the network does not directly affect delay,
but using too much of the available bandwidth will clog the network, resulting
8
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in very high delays. Since streaming video over the network can use consid-
erable bandwidth, it is important to be able to control the bandwidth usage.
Controlling the bandwidth usage can be done by adapting the quality of the
video stream in MCG systems [31]. For best possible user experience, the
quality of the video stream should be as high as possible but still kept within
the limitations of the network to keep the delay within the acceptable range.
This control is not trivial. While several studies have tested implementation
of MCG on simulated networks [11, 31], few studies have attempted to assess
the MCG scenario in a real mobile network environment.
1.1 Problem statement
Adaptive video streaming is necessary for MCG system to work on a chang-
ing environment, such as the mobile network. While some research on the
subject has been done, most of the proposed solutions have been tested in
only a simulated environment on the physical network. Testing of a mobile
system on the physical network might not produce accurate results, since the
physical and mobile networks differ in various ways, and simulated testbeds
might not produce the same results as those using tests performed in a real
mobile environment. One example of these differences is that in a mobile
network packets could be delivered out of order[14]. Adaptive streaming
solutions, such as those relying on the time difference between packets[11],
might not work properly on a real mobile network, even though it produces
positive results on a simulated environment with latency and bandwidth sim-
ilar to that of a mobile network. Thus, it is necessary to test these adaptive
streaming solutions on a real mobile network.
1.2 Objectives and focus
Although the adaptive streaming implementation introduced in [11] was de-
veloped for the GamingAnywhere[12] platform (an MCG system), it was
tested on a simulated network using DummyNet. As explained earlier, this
might present a problem because DummyNet might not correctly simulate
all the attributes of a real mobile network. Therefore, the objective of this
thesis is to create and evaluate the performance of a testbed on a real mo-
bile network. Based on the results of the evaluation, modifications will be
proposed to improve the performance of the implementation on real mobile
networks.
This thesis will focus on the implementation proposed in [11] because it is
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open source and readily available. While other adaptive streaming solutions
might exist, they are either closed systems or created for other purposes
than online gaming. Experiments will be conducted on a single Long-Term
Evolution (LTE) base station using varying signal strengths, thus avoiding
mobile handoffs during the experiments.
1.3 Structure of the Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces
the concept of MCG and its most important building blocks. Chapters 3 and
4 present the background and previous research on LTE networks as well as
adaptive streaming. Chapter 5 describes the experiments in detail. Chapter




This chapter introduces the concept of mobile cloud gaming and the main
technologies necessary for it. Examples of existing mobile cloud gaming
systems, such as Gaikai and G-cluster, are introduced and previous research
is reviewed. GamingAnywhere software is described in more detail than the
others since it will be used in the experiments of this thesis.
2.1 Mobile cloud gaming systems
In recent years, the popularity of mobile games has increased significantly
[4]. Some proprietary applications, such as G-cluster [7], already offer some
Mobile Cloud Gaming (MCG) services on mobile phones and tablets. The
concept of MCG, illustrated in Figure 2.1, means that the game engine, or
parts of it, is deployed in the cloud servers instead of the mobile device.
Deploying the whole engine on the cloud server means that client does not
have to do any rendering so it can just display the video stream to the
user. This enables games with higher hardware requirements to be played on
mobile devices because the most of the heavy computation is transferred to
to cloud servers. However MCG technology is still quite new. It has many
difficulties, such as delay between the client and the server, thus guaranteeing
Quality of Service(QoS) is difficult.[5]
The basic idea of MCG system is a high-end server located at a cloud
data center sends a video stream over the Internet to a simplistic client.
The client serves as a simple playback and input device. This model has
many advantages such as potentially saving power on mobile devices, reduc-
ing the hardware expenses of clients and reducing the need to adapt games
for multiple platforms. However, developing a MCG system also brings some
challenges:
11
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• Latency The wireless and cellular networks may introduce high delays
which might effect the gaming experience.
• Energy Even though it saves energy to execute the heavy computation at
cloud servers, it may introduce energy drains in form of data transfers.
• Cost Transferring significant amounts of data at a cellular network may
introduce costs for the user.
Latency is most impactful of these three from the Quality of Experience(QoE)
point of view. Since the range where the latency becomes intolerable for many
games is somewhere between 100 and 150ms this may very well be a problem
for mobile networks.[19]
Figure 2.1: The basic concept of MCG.
GamingAnywhere(GA) is an open source MCG platform that has been
designed to be highly extensible and modifiable. Thanks to its openness and
modifiability it is ideal for research purposes and testing new MCG platforms
and ideas. GA adopts a modular design which makes it easy to change or
modify some parts parts of the software and keep the others intact. This
enables easy testing of new ideas and solutions.[13] For these reasons GA is
used as a platform for the experimental part of this thesis.
2.2 GamingAnywhere architecture
GamingAnywhere is the only open source MCG system thus it will be used
as an example of MCG architecture. Figure 2.2 demonstrates the modular
architecture of GamingAnywhere. Basically it consists of a game server and a
game client which communicate with each other using two different network
flows control flow and data flow. The control flow is used to send the user’s
actions from the client to the server and the data flow streams the audio
and video frames to the client. The client and the server consist of multiple
modules. The client includes decoders for audio and video, real time stream-
ing protocol(RTSP)[10] module and encoder for input events. The server
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includes encoders for audio and video, RTSP module and decoder for input
events. This thesis focuses on adaptive videos streaming, thus the rest of this
section focuses on the video and RTSP modules. [12]
Figure 2.2: Modular architecture of GamingAnywhere.[12]
The RTSP module is the first module launched on the server side and it is
used to accepts RTSP commands from the client, launch encoders and setup
the data flow. The data flows can be transmitted over TCP or UDP in form of
RTP/RTCP packets. On the server side GA has a custom implementation for
handling the RTSP commands and delivering the binary data and libavformat
library is used for packetization of RTP and RTCP packets. On the client
side live555 library is used for RTSP protocol.[12]
The video capture module on the server side can work in two different
ways. First one is the desktop capturing mode which takes screen shots of
the desktop at a given frame rate. Second is the application programming
interface(API) intercept mode which works in an event-driven manner and
captures each frame when the game has completed its rendering. After cap-
ture these frames are encoded by one or more encoders and sent to the client
using the RTSP protocol. The frames are encoded using libavcodec library
which can support multiple different codecs. Different codecs are discussed
in more detail in Section 4.2. At the client side the frames are decoded and
shown to the user. Also, the client uses zero-buffering strategy, meaning only
the latest frame is kept in the buffer, to reduce input latency.[12]
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2.3 Measuring MCG systems
MCG systems have multiple complicated parts which all affect performance
of the whole system. The most important metric to measure is the response
delay because if it is too high many games become unplayable. However
there are other important metrics, such as the video quality and bandwidth
usage, which affect the QoE of the user. The focus of this thesis is measuring
the performance of adaptive video streaming which basically means lowering
the video quality to keep the response delay at the a reasonable level. Thus,
it is necessary to make an acceptable compromise between video quality and
response delay to keep the game playable.
Response delay in MCG systems means the time between the user making
an action and the time the result of that action is shown on the screen. By
itself the response delay metric is very useful at indicating how responsive
the system as a whole is but there is no single part in the system that is
solely responsible for the delay alone so it is usually split into three parts:[6]
• Network delay The time it takes for a network packet to go from the
client to server and back.
• Processing delay The time it takes for the server to generate the next
frame after it receives a command from the user.
• Playout delay The time difference between client receiving a frame and
the frame being visible on the screen.
It is important to know how much of the response delay is caused by
each of the parts because the information can be used to make the QoE
better for the user. Network delay in mobile network usually something that
cannot be affected by the MCG system. However, it can be measured and the
information can be used to guide an adaptive streaming protocol to provide
the best possible video quality. For example, if the network delay is 40ms
and we know that a first person shooter game is playable up to 100ms, then
we can deduce that there is plenty of time for frame processing thus we can
choose a high quality configuration for the video encoder. On the other hand
if the network delay is 90ms a lower quality configuration is needed to meet
the delay requirements.
Another metric to measure MCG systems by is video quality which is very
subjective measurement. To measure video quality objectively, a quantifiable
metric is needed. For this purpose the bitrate of the video stream can be
used. Bitrate doesn’t always fully reflect video quality because there are
other aspects of video, such as frame rate and the encoder used, which may
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have an affect[30]. However, bitrate does directly correlate to the amount
of data transferred, thus theoretically higher bitrate means that a higher
video quality can be achieved with it. In MCG systems which use adaptive
streaming to achieve the highest bitrate possible, the available bandwidth has
to be estimated as accurately as possible. Bandwidth estimation is discussed
in more detail in Section 3.4.
The overall quality of gaming experience on a MCG system is affected by
many factors and is very subjective. Thus, it cannot be measured by metrics
such as bitrate and response delay alone. One way to make such measure-
ments is an extensive user study which requires a lot of time and money to
conduct.[11] Thus, on the experimental part of this thesis in Chapter 5, these
metrics will be used as quality measurements because it is out of the scope
of this thesis to conduct such user studies.
Chapter 3
LTE networks
This chapter describes the characteristics of Long-Term Evolution(LTE) net-
works and explains the important differences between simulated mobile net-
work and a real one.
3.1 LTE network characteristics
LTE network is the latest cellular network technology specified by the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project(3GPP). It is an evolution from its predeces-
sor 3G standards Wide-band Code Division Multiple Access(WCDMA) and
High Speed Packet Access(HSPA). LTE network has been shown to have
low latencies and high bandwidth in field trials. An average Round-trip
Time(RTT) of 35 and and average throughput of over 40Mbps on downlink
and about 20Mbps on uplink[32]. These values are well within the limits of
of even the most demanding games, thus implementing mobile cloud gaming
platforms on LTE networks should be possible. Although, even if the average
values are acceptable, real-time based games usually require the connection
to remain usable for the whole duration of the gaming session. Also, there
are other attributes such as jitter and packet loss which may effect the QoE
of the user.
3.2 Packet loss and QoE
Packet loss can be problematic in LTE networks and even a single packet
loss can cause severe performance issues[15]. Although packet loss rates
can be as low as 0,06% in LTE networks which is comparable to a physical
network[15], situations exists where it can be significantly higher, i.e. when
the user is moving very fast [24]. From MCG point of view high packet
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loss forces high amount retransmissions which increases the response delay
of the whole platform. This makes packet loss almost as important metric
as response delay[17]. Figure 3.1 shows the effect of packet loss to Mean
Opinion Score(MOS) value.
Figure 3.1: Packet losses effect to MOS value.[17]
In MCG scenario packet loss can happen in two different ways. Packet
can either be lost when the client is sending a command to the server or
when server is sending the video stream to the client. Packet loss rate of 1%
while sending packets from the client to the server does not have much effect
on the QoE of the user. However, having the same amount of packet loss
when sending data to the opposite direction causes massive video distortions
and effects negatively on the QoE. Thus, it is important to know where the
packet loss happens and it is beneficial to have an asymmetric connection
with lower packet loss on the downlink side if possible. [17]
3.3 Signal strength
Signal strength of mobile device can vary significantly depending on many
factors, i.e. distance to the nearest base station and different objects blocking
the path to the base station can weaken the signal strength. When the radio
in a mobile device encounters a weak signal strength it tries to keep the error
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rate low by switching to a lower rate of modulation [26]. Thus, decreasing
the data rate of the connection. If the signal strength drops rapidly, for
example the user goes from outside to inside, there’s a rapid decrease in the
data rate of the connection. An adaptive streaming algorithm which relies
on the packet loss rate of the connection to adapt the quality of the video
stream might not keep up, resulting in a momentary increase in latency.
In MCG scenario it is important to keep the latency low at all times,
thus implementing a system which reacts faster to decreasing quality of the
connection would be beneficial. The weakening signal strength is the first
indication of a drop in connection quality, thus it should be used for choos-
ing the time to lower the video quality in an adaptive streaming algorithm.
However, the signal strength can be only measured by the client which means
this data needs to be actively sent to the server by the client for this scenario
to work. For example an energy aware cellular data scheduling system called
Bartendr, proposed in [26], predicts the changes in signal strength and uses
the data to save energy. A similar system could be implemented for adaptive
streaming to predict when the stream quality needs to be changed.
LTE base stations provide many different signal strength indicators to the
mobile device. Most important of them are Reference Signal Received Power
(RSRP), Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ) and Received Signal
Strength Indicator (RSSI). Mobile handover in LTE-networks is usually based
on these values [23] and some research on their effect on the quality of the
connection during handovers has been done [3]. This research indicates that
using these values to determine when to do a handover results in a better
quality of connection during handovers, thus they could probably be used as
a rough indication of available bandwidth for adaptive streaming as well.
3.3.1 RSRP
RSRP is a linear average over power contributions of cell-specific reference
signals on a specified bandwidth which basically means that it measures the
overall power received from the signal, however it gives no information of
the the noise or interference levels. Its value ranges over -140 dBm to -44
dBm.[2] The higher end corresponding to a good signal quality and the lower
to bad quality. Rough approximates on signal strength values corresponding
to RSRP can be seen in Table 3.1.
3.3.2 RSRQ
RSRQ is calculated using formula (N * RSRP)/RSSI, where RSSI is the
total power the user observers over the whole bandwidth including adjacent




-90 to -105 Good
-106 to -120 Fair
<-120 Poor
Table 3.1: Approximate signal strength values.[22]
channel interference and even thermal noise, and N is the number of physical
resource blocks over which RSSI is measured. Thus, RSRQ value includes
power measurements of the specific channel of the user and interference over
the whole bandwidth.[2] Rough estimates of the signal quality corresponding
to RSRQ values are shown in Table 3.2.
RSRQ (dB) Signal Quality
>-9 Excellent
-9 to -12 Good
<-13 Fair to poor
Table 3.2: Approximate signal quality values.[22]
3.4 Bandwidth estimation
Bandwidth estimation in LTE is a problem for many applications[15]. Ac-
curately estimating the available bandwidth is important in MCG scenario
because using too little bandwidth results in bad video quality and using
too much results in too high rtt for gaming purposes. However, estimating
bandwidth accurately in LTE-networks is challenging, because for MCG to
work in LTE, the estimates have to be fast to detect rapid changes in the
network quality and the estimation technique have to be as non-intrusive as
possible to keep overhead as low as possible. Bandwidth estimation has been
subject of many studies and multiple algorithms exists for example Capprobe
[18], Pathchirp [25] and Wbest [21]. These methods rely on sending packet
trains to the network and measuring differences in delays between packet
pairs. Thus, these methods are intrusive and require some time to generate
the estimate. Moreover, non-fifo packet scheduling in LTE-networks might
be a problem for these algorithms because packet pairs might arrive in wrong
order.
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3.4.1 Pathchirp
Pathchirp is an early bandwidth estimation method which send so called
packet chirps to the network. Each chirp sends packets to the network with
increasing intensity and measures the inter-arrival time of packets in each
chirp. The maximum bandwidth is detected when the packet intensity of
the chirp causes congestion in the network and the arrival times between to
packets increase because of the congestion. [25]
This method introduces a lot of traffic in the network and requires almost
20 seconds convergence time [21]. Thus, the Pathchirp method is probably
not the best choice for bandwidth estimation in LTE networks for MCG since
fast convergence time is necessary.
3.4.2 Capprobe
Capprobe is more recent approach to bandwidth estimation which also gen-
erates its estimates by measuring the delay between packets in a packet train.
Capprobe also implements packet dispersion measurements to filter out dis-
torted by cross-traffic which makes its estimations more accurate. Moreover,
it implements speed-up techniques thus it convergences faster than Pathchirp.
Capprobe usually requires only a few seconds to converge.[18]
3.4.3 Wbest
Wbest algorithm improves over Capprobe by providing a detailed analytic
model of packet dispersion introduced in [20]. Wbest has an average con-
verge time of less than a second and it also introduces very little traffic to
the network[21]. Thus, it seems very promising approach to estimating band-
width in MCG scenario, however it is designed for WLAN networks and not
LTE which might be a problem because of non-fifo packet scheduling in LTE.
GA implements a bandwidth estimator inspired by Wbest which removes
the network overhead by leveraging the existing video packets for bandwidth
estimation[11]. While this method removes the overhead, it makes the es-
timation slower because the video frames are sent at frame rate chosen for
the video stream. This frame rate could be as low as 20 frames per second
and hundreds of packets are needed to generate an accurate estimation of the
bandwidth. This approach works for situations where the bandwidth stays
the same for long periods of time, however in LTE-networks the bandwidth




This chapter introduces the concept of adaptive streaming in a mobile gaming
context and describes the differences to normal adaptive video streaming.
Also, video codec h264 is introduced.
4.1 Different types of video streaming
In cloud gaming systems the cloud renders the video at least to some extent
to reduce amount of processing necessary at the client, thus video streaming
is an important part of cloud gaming systems. It can be classified to three
categories: 3D graphics streaming[9], video streaming[8] and video streaming
with post-rendering operations[27]. These three approaches differ in how
much of the processing is done on the cloud and how much is left to the
client.
3D-graphics streaming model captures the commands being sent to the
graphics library, such as OpenGL or Direct3D. These commands are then
encoded and sent to the client. Since this approach streams only the com-
mands, it is not necessary to have a graphics processing unit (GPU) at the
server and the computational demands are low. However, this means that
the graphics commands have to be rendered on the client side, requiring a
GPU in the mobile device. All the mobile devices does not have a GPU
which makes this approach impractical in many cases. Moreover, processing
the graphics commands at the mobile device requires a lot of processing and
power rendering the benefits from a cloud gaming scenario very small.[9]
In the video streaming approach the 3D-graphics are rendered into a 2D-
video which is compressed using video codecs, such as h264 or vp9, on the
cloud server. The compressed video stream is then sent to the client for
decoding and displaying. The decoding can be done using a hardware video
21
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encoding chip, thus a GPU is not necessary at the client. Since this approach
does not require a specific GPU at the client, it is more easily portable to dif-
ferent platforms.[8] Furthermore, it relieves the client from computationally-
intensive 3D graphics rendering, thus preserving the resources of the mobile
device. However, this approach requires more computation on the cloud
server which might become a problem if multiple users are using the same
server.
Video streaming with post rendering is a compromise between the other
two approaches. The 3D-graphics rendering is still done on the cloud, how-
ever some post-rendering operations, such as augmenting motion and light-
ning, is left to the client. These post-rendering operation are not computa-
tionally intensive, thus they can be done without a GPU in real time. This
approach holds the benefit of not needing a GPU at client while decreasing
the computation necessary on the cloud. However, the post-rendering still
drains the resources of the mobile client even though they are not computa-
tionally intensive. [27]
Most of the proprietary cloud gaming systems employ the video streaming
approach to keep the load on the client as low as possible. GamingAnywhere,
the platform used on the experimental part of this thesis, also uses this
approach.[12]
4.2 Video codecs
Video codecs are either hardware or software used to decompress digital
video. They are used convert raw digital video to compressed format and
back to video. In cloud gaming systems with adaptive streaming, decom-
pressing video is necessary. The codec used needs to be reconfigured on the
fly to adapt to the changing network conditions thus keeping the bitrate of
the video low enough for the available bandwidth. A popular video codecs
H.264 and its configurability on the fly is introduced in detail in the following
subsections.
4.2.1 H.264 codec
H.264 otherwise known as MPEG-4 Part 10, Advanced Video Coding is a
video compression standard approved in 2003. The goal of the standard was
to create a more flexible and customizible stardard than its predesessor. The
flexibility was necessary because of the wide variety of network applications
which needed video encoding in diffrent kinds of networks. This flexibility
was implemented by a design consisting of multiple layers. A video coding
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layer was designed to represent the video content, a network abstraction
layer to format the video and provide heders and a data partitioning layer
to partition the data. This structure is shown in Figure 4.1.[29]
Figure 4.1: Structure of H264 video encoder.[29]
4.2.2 Reconfiguring codecs at run time
Reconfiguring codecs at runtime is necessary for adaptive streaming because
it enables the server to change the bitrate of the video stream to match the
current network bandwidth. Not all video codecs support reconfiguration at
run time, thus selecting one that does is paramount. Video codec implemen-
tations can be either hardware-based or software-based. Software implemen-
tations are usually more flexible offering more control over the bitrate of the
video stream. However, software-based implementations are much less effi-
cent and might introduce too much delay while encoding the video stream.
On the other hand hardware-based implementation are more efficent but less
flexible in reconfiguration, thus selecting the right approach is not trivial.
GamingAnywhere implements three H.264 encoder modules which sup-
ports dynamic reconfiguration. First is a software-based module which uses
the libx264 library and the x264 encoderre config function to reconfigure the
codec. The other two are hardware-based modules which work with the
video processing unit on ARM-based CPUs and the quick sync video (QSV)
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technology on Intel’s HD graphics.[11] The experimental part of this thesis
evaluates the performance of the software-based module and uses constant
rate factor (crf) parameter and quantization parameter (qp) to reconfigure
the encoder on the fly.
Quantization parameter is used to determine the quntization of transform
coefficents in H.264 encoder. It can have values between 0-51 and increasing
the value by one means approximately 12% increase in quantization step size.
This also results in a 12% reduction in the bitrate of the video.[29] The crf
parameter makes use of qp parameter in reducing the bitrate of the video
but it modifies its value dynamically. A higer value is chosen for parts of the
video frame which have a lot of motion and a lower value for the stationary
parts. Thus, using crf parameter results in subjectively better video quality
because humans notice less detail in moving images than stationary images.
Chapter 5
Experiment design
This chapter describes the conducted experiments of this thesis and the mod-
ifications made to GamingAnywhere software. GA is an open source mobile
cloud gaming platform which makes it an ideal testbed for the experiments in
this thesis. The first experiment evaluates the applicability of GA bandwidth
estimators for video stream adaptation. The second and third experiment
evaluate the usefulness of the measured rtt and signal strength value for video
stream adaptation. Results of these experiment are shown and discussed in
Chapter 6.
5.1 Bandwidth estimator of GA
The bandwidth estimator of GA is inspired by the technique introduced in
[21] with the modification that instead of packet trains the existing video
packets are used for the bandwidth estimation.[11] This reduces the amount
of overhead introduced to the network, however it also makes the estimation
slower because the video frames are sent at fps-rate of the video. This might
be a problem because in mobile networks the quality of the connection can
change very rapidly. Another problem with the estimator could be that it is
designed for situations where the last hop of the path is a WLAN while this
thesis focuses on a situation where the last hop is a LTE-network.
The first experiment of this thesis evaluates the current bandwidth esti-
mator of GA and its applicability to LTE-networks. For this experiment the
bandwidth estimator was first tested in WLAN and LTE environments and
then it was modified to provide the estimate faster by reducing the sample
size used for the estimates. For this method to be useful in a situation where
the quality of the connection is changing rapidly, it would have to provide an
estimate at least once a second, thus the sample size is reduced to 60 frames
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for this experiment. Since the frame rate will be 60 frames per second, an
estimate will be provided at one second intervals.
For this experiment the GA bandwidth estimator is evaluated in WLAN
and LTE networks using 3000 and 60 sample estimates as shown in Table 5.1.
The first test case with WLAN as a network and 3000 sample estimates is
the situation for which this algorithm is designed for. The second and third
test cases might give some insight on whether the network type or the sample
size is more impactful on the accuracy of the estimations. For this estimator
to be usable for video stream adaptation in MCG systems the fourth test






Table 5.1: GA bandwidth estimator test cases
5.2 Rtt and signal strength experiments
The rtt method adapts the video stream using the rtt of the video frames
as an indicator of whether the bitrate needs to be lowered or increased. The
signal strength method first measures the maximum bitrates for different
signal strength ranges and then uses the signal strength value to set an ap-
propriate bitrate for the video stream. Both of these methods are evaluated
on two different test cases. First is walking inside where the signal strength
changes very rapidly and the second is outside where the signal strength is
weak but stable. Table 5.2 summarizes the conducted experiments on these




Signal strength based inside
Signal strength based outside
Table 5.2: Rtt and rs based estimator test cases
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5.2.1 Rtt as a bandwidth estimator
This experiment evaluates if the measured rtt value provided by RTCP-
protocol can be used to adaptively reconfigure the encoder to accommodate
to the changes of the available bandwidth of the connection. Although this
method does not actually estimate the bandwidth, it measures the rtt value
and changes the bitrate of the video by modifying the crf-parameter of the
encoder. When the rtt value raises over 150ms the crf-parameter is increased,
which results in lower bitrate, and decreased when rtt is under 100ms to
increase the bitrate of the video. This method should find the highest possible
video quality while keeping rtt value under 150ms.
5.2.2 Signal strength as a bandwidth estimator
The last experiment consists of three parts. The first part measures the
produced bitrates when using different values of the crf-parameter on 30 and
60fps video streams. In the second part the maximum bitrate of video stream
was measured at different signal strength values. In the third part the results
were used to implement an adaptive streaming algorithm for GA where the
signal strength value of the mobile device is continuously sent to the server
and used to adjust the bitrate of the video. Appropriate crf values for five
different signal strength ranges were determined by combining the results of
the first and second part of this experiment. This algorithm is also evaluated
in two scenarios similar to the earlier algorithm.
Chapter 6
Results and evaluation
This chapter shows the results of two different algorithms for adapting the
quality of the video stream and some measurements of the effect of changing
the crf-parameter of the video stream. Section 6.1 evaluates the bandwidth
estimator of GA. Section 6.2 presents the results from an adaptive streaming
algorithm which measures the rtt values between the server and the client and
uses that information to adapt the quality of the video stream. Section 6.3
shows the results of similar algorithm which uses the signal strength values
instead of rtt.
6.1 Bandwidth estimation of GA
The bandwidth estimator of GA was tested on WLAN and LTE networks
with 2 different settings. The first was the default setting, which uses 3000
sample frames to create an estimate, and the second used only 60 sample
frames so that an estimate was generated once every second. The results are
summarized in Table 6.1 further explained in the following sections.





WLAN 3000 80 100
LTE 3000 110 50
WLAN 60 60-110 100
LTE 60 90-140 50
Table 6.1: GA bandwidth estimations on WLAN and LTE
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6.1.1 Estimates with 3000 sample frames
The estimator was first tested on a WLAN with 3000 sample estimates. The
WLAN had a capacity of 100 Mbps on both downlink and uplink. The
estimate produced by the estimator had an average value of 80Mbps which
is a reasonable estimate of the actual bandwidth of 100Mbps. This is the
case for which this estimation algorithm was designed for thus a reasonable
estimate was expected.
The second test was on LTE network also with 3000 sample estimates.
The actual capacity of the LTE network was measured to be 50 Mbps on
downlink and 38 Mbps on uplink by speedtest.net. The bandwidth esti-
mator of GA reported an average bandwidth of 110 Mbps which indicates
that it gives very poor estimates on LTE networks even when using 3000
sample frames to generate an estimate. This experiment indicates that the
bandwidth estimator of GA gives very poor estimates on LTE networks.
6.1.2 Estimates with 60 sample frames
With the lower sample quantity the estimator generates an estimate once a
second which is fast enough interval to actually adapt the video stream in
a rapidly changing environment of LTE. The WLAN and the LTE networks
were the same networks as in the 3000 frame tests. In both networks with
60 sample estimates the reported bandwidth was fluctuating rapidly over a
large scale. In WLAN the range was between 60 Mbps and 110Mbps while
the actual bandwidth was 100Mbps. Although the average of this range is
quite good estimate of the actual bandwidth, the individual estimates are
not good enough for adapting a video stream. This is because the estimates
were fluctuating very rapidly even though the network stayed the same.
The last test case, with LTE network and 60 samples per estimate, would
have to provide a reasonable estimates if the GA-estimator was to be used for
adapting a video stream in MCG system. However, the range of estimates
was 90-140Mbps while the actual bandwidth was 50 Mbps. This result shows
that the estimation method used in GA is not suitable for bandwidth esti-
mations in LTE network, thus some other method is necessary for adapting
video stream in LTE networks. Sections 6.2 and 6.3 provide two alternative
methods for adapting video streams for MCG systems.
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6.2 Adjusting bitrate by measuring rtt values
This Section shows the results from the rtt based adaptation algorithm. Sec-
tion 6.2.1 shows the results from inside environment where the signal strength
changes very rapidly and Section 6.2.2 shows the results from outside envi-
ronment where the signal strength is weak but stable.
6.2.1 Experiments inside
Algorithm for adjusting bitrate in this test case was too slow to keep up with
the changes in bandwidth of the connection. Thus, the rtt value rises really
high every time the bandwidth of the connection drops. Figures 6.1,6.2 and
6.3 show the values of bitrate, rs, rsrq, rssnr and rtt during the experiment.
Figure 6.1a shows the bitrate of the video being adjusted by measuring
the rtt while walking inside a building where the quality of the connection
changes rapidly because of different kinds of object blocking the signal. The
change in the bitrate is quite slow which often leads to overflowing buffer
which shows in the figure as bitrate going down to zero. This happens because
the client disconnects because of the overflowing buffer. When compared to
Figure 6.1b, which shows the signal strength value, it is clear that these
disconnects happen when the signal strength rapidly drops. For example,
a little after the 100 second mark the signal strength drops from around
-75dBm to about -110dBm. Although this is a significant drop in signal
strength, it is still possible to keep some kind video stream alive at -110dBm,
however in this case the client disconnects. Thus, this algorithm is adjusting
the video stream too slowly.
Figure 6.2 shows the rtt value during the experiment. The first spike
after the initial rtt value has stabilized starts at about 160 seconds. When
compared to the rs graph in Figure 6.1b this spike is probably due to the
drop in signal strength at around 140 seconds. This drop causes the rtt to
stay at high value between 160s and 250s while the signal strength is really
bad only between 200s and 250s. After 250s the signal strength stays at good
or excellent level, however the rtt graph shows that there is still rtt spikes
at around 300s and around 350s. Thus, this experiment shows that using rtt
value of the video stream for adapting the quality in LTE networks is not
very good solution at least in a situation where the quality of the connection
changes very rapidly.
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(a) Bitrate (b) Signal strength
Figure 6.1: Bitrate and signal strength while walking inside using rtt value
to adapt the video stream
Figure 6.2: Measured rtt value
Figures 6.3a and 6.3b show the rsrq and rssnr values recorded during this
experiment. Rsrq shows the interference from other channels and rssnr is
the signal to noise ratio on the channel. These values are related to the rs
value, thus they drop when the rs value drops, however they should provide
some additional data on the quality of the connection. The graphs in these
figures seem to have drops in value only when the rs value drops, thus in
this case they are not very useful. This might be because there are only few
users on the network which the test was conducted on so there is not much
interference from other channels.
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(a) Rsrq (b) rssnr
Figure 6.3: Signal strength and signal to noise ratio while walking inside
6.2.2 Experiments outside
Figures 6.4a and 6.4b show how this algorithm works in a different scenario
where the signal strength is weak but it does not change very rapidly. Al-
though Figure 6.4b shows that the signal strength value stays mostly close to
-100dBm, which is weak but it should be possible to maintain a low rtt video
stream when the crf value is high enough to keep the bitrate low. However,
Figure 6.4a shows that the rtt value has a lot of spikes. The largest spike,
which start around 510ms, happens when the signal strength value in Figure
6.4b is close to -120dBm which means that the signal strength is too weak to
maintain the video stream, thus it is understandable that there is a large rtt
spike at that time. However, all the other rtt spikes indicate that this algo-
rithm does not work very well when the signal strength is weak because when
the signal strength is close to -100dBm a low rtt should be maintainable.
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(a) Rtt (b) Signal strength
Figure 6.4: Rtt and signal strength while walking outside using rtt to adapt
the video stream
6.3 Adjusting bitrate by measuring signal strength
value
This section provides an alternative algorithm for adapting the bitrate of
the video by using the signal strength value of the mobile device. This
algorithm requires predetermined bitrates which are matched to the signal
strength values by finding the highest possible bitrate for five different signal
strength levels. Section 6.3.1 shows how these bitrates were determined and
Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 show how this algorithm works in inside and outside
environments.
6.3.1 Bitrates and crf values
The purpose of this experiment was to find appropriate bitrates for five differ-
ent signal strength levels. At each signal strength threshold an algorithm was
run which searched for highest possible bitrate which could be sent without
rising the rtt of the video frames to higher than 150ms. The chosen values are
shown in Table 6.2. The corresponding crf-values were determined by finding
the appropriate bitrates from figure 6.5b, which shows the measured bitrate
values of the 60 fps video while decreasing the value of crf by 3 in 30 second
intervals starting from value 49. Video with 60 fps was chosen because 30
fps video does not produce high enough bitrates to test the algorithm when
the signal strength is -70dBm or better. These measurements were used to
develop an algorithm which adapts the video stream to the changing quality
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of the mobile network by monitoring the signal strength and changing the
crf value according to Table 6.2.
(a) 30fps (b) 60fps
Figure 6.5: Bitrates measured with decreasing value of crf-parameter. Crf
value starting from 49 and decreasing by 3 every 30 seconds






Table 6.2: Chosen bitrates and corresponding crf-values
6.3.2 Experiments inside
Figure 6.6a shows the bitrate while it is being adjusted by the measured
signal strength in Figure 6.6b using the values in Table 6.2. In this case the
bitrate is set to predetermined values, thus the right value does not have to
be searched by continuously increasing or decreasing the crf value. However,
even in this scenario the client disconnects three times and the bitrate goes
to zero but this is probably because the path chosen for this experiment had
some locations where the signal quality was so bad that the connection was
lost entirely. Despite the disconnections this algorithm set the appropriate
bitrate fast and keeps it stable when the quality of the connection is good
enough.
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Figure 6.6b shows the recorded signal strength during this experiment.
The path chosen is the same as in the earlier experiment, thus the graph
looks similar. This path includes signal strengths values from the whole
range from very bad to excellent and has very rapid changes, thus it is a
challenging environment for adaptive streaming.
Figure 6.7 shows the rtt value during this experiment. It looks pretty
similar to the corresponding rtt graph of the earlier experiment shown in
Figure 6.2, however in this case the rtt value stabilizes a little faster and
there is fewer spikes in it. As in the earlier experiment, the rtt is high
between 200s and 270s because the signal strength is close to -120dBm, thus
a low rtt is very hard to achieve for a video stream.
Overall there are rtt spikes at moments when the signal strength drops
rapidly, however the rtt value stabilizes quickly below 100ms when the signal
strength is -100dBm or better. Most of the rtt spikes of this test case are
because of a lost connection. It is difficult to draw any conclusions from this
experiment because of the unstable connection, however the important thing
to notice is that when the signal strength is stable even for a moment the rtt
quickly stabilizes at very low values. Thus, this algorithm finds a suitable
bitrate for the current connection very quickly.
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(a) Bitrate (b) Signal strength
Figure 6.6: Bitrate and signal strength while walking outside using signal
strength value to adapt the video stream
Figure 6.7: Measured rtt value
6.3.3 Experiments outside
Figures 6.8a and 6.8b show an experiment with weak but stable signal strength
similar to the experiment with the earlier algorithm. As Figure 6.8b shows,
the signal strength stays close to -100dBm during the experiment. Compared
to the earlier experiment this algorithm performs significantly better in this
scenario. The rtt value has only one spike with over 100ms rtt at around
350ms in Figure 6.8a while the rtt in the earlier experiment had multiple
rtt spikes as was shown in Figure 6.4a. Thus, adapting the video stream
by measuring the signal strength value works a lot better in this case than
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adapting it using the rtt value as in the earlier experiment.
(a) Rtt (b) Signal strength
Figure 6.8: Rtt and signal strength while walking outside using signal
strength to adapt the video stream
This test case showed that in more stable conditions, which better rep-
resent the commercial LTE network than the inside test case, the signal
strength approach works better. Thus monitoring signal strength could be
at least a part of a working adaptive streaming in LTE networks. However,
these tests were conducted on a research network, which means that the
results could be different on the commercial LTE networks. Thus, more re-
search on this should be done to determine the usefulness of signal strength
for adaptive streaming algorithms on LTE networks.
6.4 Summary
The first experiment focused on evaluating the bandwidth estimation algo-
rithm implemented on GA. The algorithm is based on Wbest algorithm intro-
duced in Chapter 3 and it was designed for estimating bandwidth on WLAN
networks. The results showed that this algorithm produces very inaccurate
results in LTE networks, thus it can not be used for adaptive streaming in
LTE. The reason for the inaccurate results of the algorithm in LTE networks
is probably due to the fact that Wbest algorithm relies on measuring the
relative delay between packet pairs to estimate the bandwidth. This is prob-
lematic in LTE because it uses a different kind of scheduling of packets than
WLAN which might lead to packets being delivered in different order than
they were sent in. The algorithm is probably not designed to handle this
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behavior which makes the estimations inaccurate. The results of this exper-
iment shows that a different approach or some modification to the packet
train method is necessary to estimate the bandwidth in LTE networks, be-
cause the packet train approach used in WLAN algorithms does not work in
LTE networks.
The other two experiments had two test cases. The first had very rapidly
changing network where the signal strength could instantly drop from excel-
lent to very poor and the second had a stable but weak signal strength. The
second test case could very well be possible in commercial LTE networks,
however the signal strength of commercial LTE networks are usually more
stable than the first test case had.
In first test case both of the algorithms had high rtt spikes due to the
changes in signal strength during the experiment and it is difficult deduce
any meaningful results from it. At worst the connection was lost completely
which clearly results in an rtt spike despite the algorithm. However, in the
second test case the difference in the two algorithm was clear. The rtt based
algorithm had multiple rtt spikes during the whole experiment while the
signal strength based algorithm only had one. Thus, the signal strength
approach is clearly more suitable for adapting the video stream in MCG
scenario. The advantage of the signal strength based algorithm is that it
does not fluctuate because it has predefined bitrate values for different signal
strength values. This however rises another problem with how well these
predefined values work in different situations. For example the values chosen
in this thesis work well in the Aalto Netleap LTE network but this might
not be the case in commercial LTE networks. Thus, to evaluate the applica-
bility of this adaptive streaming method, more experiments in different LTE
networks would be necessary. The pros and cons of all three algorithms are
summarized in Table 6.3.




Works well in WLAN. Does not work in LTE
at all.
Requires a long time
to get an accurate es-
timate.













Requires a mapping of
signal strength values
to maximum bitrates.
Table 6.3: Pros and cons of the three algorithms
Rsrq and rssnr values were also shown as additional data in some of
the experiments. Although, these values provide information on the other
users on the network and interference readings on the channel, they were
not useful in this experiment. The reason probably is that the network
used on the experiment does not have many users, thus there was little
interference during the experiments. In commercial LTE networks there often
are many simultaneous users and the basestation has to share its resources.
The difference in throughput in commercial LTE networks between lean and
peak hour can be significant as shown in Figure 6.9. Thus including these
values to the video stream adaptation algorithm could be beneficial.
Figure 6.9: Throughput on LTE druing peak hour on the left and lean hour
on the right. [1]
One approach on how to measure the current utilization of the basestation
is introduced in paper[1], which proposes that the rsrq value is a good indica-
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tion of the load in the cellular network, while another approach PiStream [33]
monitors the resource allocation on the physical layer of LTE basestations
to determine how free resources it currently has. In essence though, these
approaches are similar because PiStream monitors the other channels power
levels individually while rsrq represents the average power over all of them as
explained in Section 3.3.2. However, either of these methods in conjunction
with the signal strength monitoring method introduced in this thesis could be
utilized to develop an adaptive streaming algorithm which takes into account
the current utilization of the basestation.
Chapter 7
Discussion
This chapter further discusses the results from the experiments and proposes
some additional experiments for future work. Additionally, possible applica-
tions for adaptive streaming in LTE networks is briefly discussed.
7.1 Adaptive streaming in LTE networks
Adaptive streaming in LTE networks is still quite new topic and it still has
some unresolved problems. The most challenging problem probably is the
difficulty of estimating the available bandwidth. It is especially difficult in
MCG scenario, where the estimates have to be precise and fast to accommo-
date the rapid changes in LTE network signal strength and there cannot be
long video buffers which can be filled during a good connection. Moreover,
algorithms which generate very fast and accurate estimates in WLAN net-
works do not work very well in LTE networks because of the differences in
packet scheduling. However, LTE-network architecture has much informa-
tion available about the connection and utilization of the basestation which
can probably be used to make accurate estimates about the currently avail-
able bandwidth. The signal strength approach presented in this thesis could
be at least a part of the solution of an accurate bandwidth estimation in
LTE.
7.2 Applications for adaptive streaming
There is not much information available on using the signal strength values
of LTE networks for adaptive video streaming, however mobile gaming is
becoming more and more popular thus methods for adaptive streaming in
LTE networks are necessary. Moreover, conventional bandwidth estimation
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methods, which use packet train related methods to estimate the bandwidth,
work poorly on LTE networks. Thus, some other methods are necessary to
implement adaptive streaming on LTE networks. Although it is challenging
to implement, it would be very useful for many applications to have a accurate
bandwidth estimator for LTE networks.
Adaptive streaming is clearly necessary for MCG because a low rtt video
stream is required for many fast paced games. However, a low rtt video
stream could also be beneficial for other applications. For example, it could
be utilized in a mobile version of a graphical remote access applications,
such as Chrome Remote Desktop which allows the user to graphically access
a desktop computer with a mobile device. This kind of a remote control
application requires a low rtt video stream to be responsive and adaptive




Mobile cloud gaming is gaining ground as a new service for mobile devices.
However, the QoS requirements for a MCG service are very demanding and
they are difficult to implement because of the restrictions of mobile networks.
Although LTE networks can provide short latency and enough bandwidth for
MCG systems under good conditions, there still is situations where the signal
is not strong enough to provide a good service. For a MCG service to work,
it needs to be able to adapt to the changing network. Thus, a reliable and
fast way to estimate the current bandwidth of the network is necessary.
This thesis evaluated a bandwidth estimation method used in GA. This
method generates its estimates by measuring the relative delay between mul-
tiple packet pairs, which in GA are the video frames sent to the client. The
differences in delay between different packet pairs can be used to measure
the bandwidth in WLAN networks. However, when this method is used in
LTE networks the results are not accurate. This is probably because LTE
networks have a different packet scheduling system than WLAN networks,
for example packets might be delivered out of order which makes measuring
the delay between packet pairs difficult. Thus, bandwidth estimation meth-
ods which use this technique are not suitable for LTE networks or atleast
they need some modifications to account for the packet scheduling in LTE
networks.
This thesis also proposed a different approach in estimating the band-
width of a LTE networks, which utilizes the signal strength information pro-
vided by the mobile device and the LTE base station. The experiments
showed that the RS value from the mobile device can give an accurate es-
timation of the available bandwidth and it can be easily used to adapt the
quality of the video stream in GA. This method has the benefit of not gener-
ating any overhead on the network because not extra packets has to be sent
over the network. Moreover, the RS value is provided by the mobile device,
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thus there is no need for any computation either. However, the experiments
were done in Aalto Netleap LTE network which does not have many users,
thus this method should still be evaluated under a network with more traffic
and interference, to determine if the RS value still is good indicator of avail-
able bandwidth under those conditions. The LTE base stations also provide
additional signal strength data, such as RSRQ and RSSNR, which could be
used to make the estimation more accurate.
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